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Founded in 1998, Academia De Españ ol (AE) is the irst Spanish training school in Mumbai, developing educational
programes devoted to the Spanish language & culture.
Having a presence in prime locations across Mumbai, AE specializes in personalised, one-on-one, result oriented
spanish training in a friendly & fun environment for students of all ages.
AE also specializes in Spanish translation services, approved by the Spanish & LA Embassies for certi ied & sworn
translations.
Accredited by the F.I.D.E.S.C.U. & S.I.E.L.E. foundations, AE is the of icial examination center for the D.I.E. & S.I.E.L.E.
examinations, making it the top Spanish school in Mumbai.
Since the importance of language skills is a prerequisite for success in a global market, AE is committed to providing
the very best in Spanish instruction since the last two decades.

Our Vision

Our Mission

AE's goal is to eliminate linguistic barriers & create
global readiness by providing lexible Spanish lessons
through a streamlined & result oriented learning system.

To ensure high quality education services through oneon-one personalised guidance, ensuring higher
productivity amongst students, through interactive &
on-point teaching techniques.

Why Choose AE

Attend your class
Any day-any time

Well Connected
Location

International
Certi ication

CEFR compliant
Study Material

Total Cultural
Immersion

Experienced
Faculty

One-on-One
Crash Courses

IB/IGCSE/
A-Level Training

Guaranteed Job Placements post comple on of advanced level
Corporate Training at Colgate

Training MBA’s at NMIMS

Corporate Training at Reliance

Training MBA’s at SP JIMR

Course Plan
In accordance with the CEFR (Common European Framework of Reference for Languages)

Our team can aid in complete language development from the basic upto the advanced level through total language
immersion, encouraging the student to communicate and further explore all elements of the Spanish culture.
Our Casa Framework below provides a clear guideline on the Spanish learning process.

Floor 5 & 6. Level C1 &C2
By the end of this course the candidate is able to interact
with native speakers with a good degree of fluency, hence
enabling natural communication amongst each other. The
candidate is able to translate, sub-title and interpret texts
from Spanish to English and vice-versa fluently, provided
they are within the candidate´s area of expertise.

Floor 4. Level B2
By the end of this course the candidate is able to read, write
and speak Spanish in all seventeen tenses. Here, the
candidate is able to communicate with an advanced degree
of fluency alongside developing greater understanding at an
academic level.
Floor 3. Level B1
By the end of this course the candidate is able to read, write
and speak Spanish in eleven tenses. Here, the candidate is
able to understand the gist of academic texts, deal with
most travel situations in Hispanic countries & breifly
explain opinions or plans.
Floor 2. Level A2
By the end of this course the candidate is able to read, write
and speak Spanish in five tenses. Here, the candidate is able
to express familiar concepts & read and write general texts
of personal interest.

Floor 1. Level A1
By the end of this course the candidate is able to read, write
and speak Spanish in the following two tenses: Present
Indicative Tense and Present Continuous Tense. Here, the
candidate is able to communicate using the language in a
basic way in circumstances concerning immediate needs
and day to day situations as a tourist.

Skype Training

Private Training

For students who can not attend our courses in
person, AE also oﬀers live learning sessions
through Skype for all levels of the CEFR. These are
carried out by our team of expert native trainers to
aid in the language learning process without having
to leave the comfort of your home, at a convenient
time anywhere around the globe.
Hours per level: 30
Training pattern: Online in full
Study material: Sent in advance before the
commencement of the course
Certi ication: Yes, provided the candidate clears
the written and oral examination
Enrollment period: Open all year

AE also provides home training services for all the
CEFR levels, where the faculty trains at the
candidate’s premises. All assigned trainers pertain a
minimum of C1 Level pro iciency and are therefore
equipped for students looking to get assistance with
their homework and exam preparation for the IB
(Ab Initio, Spanish SL, Spanish B HL) & IGCSE
courses imparted in International Schools.
Hours per level: 30
Enrollment period: Open all year
Training pattern: @ candidate’s premises
Days & Timings: Chosen at candidate’s convenience
Min. Enrolment age: 10 yrs

Course Dura on
The duration for each level is 3 months provided the candidate attends class 2 times a week and 2 months if the
candidate attends 3 times a week. However, the maximum time limit granted to complete each level is of 6 months.

Course Fee
Intermediate

Basic
A1
12,000/-

B1
12,000/-

A2
12,000/-

Advanced
B2
18,000/-

C1
22,000/-

C2
22,000/-

The study material
and certi ication is
inclusive of the fee.

Study Spanish in Spain
Studying abroad is an increasingly popular method of supplementing a language learning course through the
experience of living & studying the country´s culture. Our collaborators are in major parts of Spain & can provide total
assistance for visas, accomodation & course planning for short & long term courses.

Some of our Students

Mr. Dinesh Govindani
with his student Hrithik
Roshan

Ms. Vidya Govindani
with Ms. Shivani Tanksale,
Bollywood actress from
movie “Dirty Picture”

Mr. Dinesh Govindani with
Zoya Akhtar and the Excel
Entertainment team for
the movie “ZNMD”

Ms. Twinkle Govindani with
Ms. Jyo Amge, “the smallest
woman on Earth”

